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Welcome to the 2018 Katchet catalogue. Those who know us 
will be aware of our desire to continue to develop innovative 
training and coaching products for Sportspeople and their 
coaches all round the world.

We distribute into every continent in the world (except 
Antarctica!), our products are universally used by every 
International team without exception, a fact which gives 
us much confidence as we continue with the considerable 
challenge of bringing genuinely unique and beneficial 
products to the market.

The KatchMax has been a valuable addition to our 2017 
range. It has given players of all levels a new experience and 
challenge, adding positively to the ever popular Katchet.

We are now coming into the 3rd year of the KoachSak and 
having added the KlubSak and KoachSak duffle in 2017 to 
cater for the needs of all cricket and hockey coaches we are 
proud to introduce the KoachSak Pro, which like the KlubSak 
is designed for Multi-sport use.

We continue to look at improving our current products and 
are pleased to relaunch the market-leading and popular 
Skyer. 

We are always on the lookout for new materials to improve 
both the Skyer and Multi-stump range and this still 
continues so customers are assured that these products are 
at the forefront of technology.

We are also now selling the famous Sidearm range. This 
small company, with the same innovative values as 
ourselves, produce a product tailor made for our customers.

We continue to innovate and I hope to introduce more 
products to you next year.

Have a great season.

C olin Smith

Dedicated to 
Coaching & training



The KatchMax is an ‘app’ for your Katchet, adding 
to your training experience it is a valuable tool to 
challenge and improve the modern player.

The KatchMax sits on top of your Katchet, meshing with 
its grooves, and providing a slim line product which can 
deflect a cricket or hockey sized ball to extreme levels 
capable of challenging all players in varied and match 
specific ways.

We wanted to give players and coaches another level of 
deflection to use in whatever way it fits their training 
needs.

The KatchMax is designed to provide varied deflection 
up to extreme to practice foot movement and those 
spectacular diving catches and saves.

The purpose of the ‘app’ design, as well as being 
space saving, was to provide a coach with the option 
of placing the KatchMax flat on the ground, possibly 
alongside a Katchet to provide ground variation.

Whether you are an Olympic gold medalist, hundred 
test veteran or just starting out the KatchMax will add 
something to your preparation.



We are very proud to launch the NEW KoachSak Pro.
The KoachSak concept was so successful that coaches 
of all sports started to look at the idea and want a bit 
of the action.

Multi-sport!
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As a result we saw coaches from the world of Football, 
rugby, netball, tennis, badminton to name a few using 
our bags for their equipment. We therefore redesigned 
the interior to provide even more flexibility to individual 
coaches so they could configure their KoachSak precisely 
to their needs.

To do this we removed the rear compartment to create one 
large storage area. We provide 2 removeable Velcro dividers 
so this area can be sub-divided into as many as 3 areas.

We still include our innovative side splints and base 
reinforcement and have added a lockable extendable 
handle and additional external base protection.

The BallSak and store tube (pictured right, in orange) are 
purchased separately for this model if required.

Key features
1 One large compartment with 2 moveable stiff dividers
2 Large external pocket for ancillary items
3 Additional base reinforcement
4 Wheelie bag with lockable Extendable handle 
5 Rucksack handles
6 Convenient high position valuables pocket
8 Unique side splints for vertical stability
9 Easy open zip toggles
10 Two A4 sized external netting pockets
11 Available in Orange, blue, yellow & red trim

NEW FOR
2018 



The original and World’s first kit bag designed 
exclusively for the modern Coach.  Due to the advent 
of  modern training aids we were aware of the lack 
of a functioning and practical bag  on the market for 
coaches and became so frustrated we designed our 
own and called it the KoachSak.
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When we wrote a list of the requirements there had to be no 
compromises and in the spirit of the Katchet brand, it had 
to be just as relevant to the Test Match arena as the Village 
green.

 We asked a group of coaches, some International, some 
not, what they carried in their current bags and discovered 
all were different to some extent. As a result the KoachSak 
had to be versatile with moveable partitions so as to enable 
the coach the ability to adjust the bag to the individual or 
team needs.

It had to be practical, therefore easily packed and 
unpacked. Pockets and spaces designed for multiple 
purposes. It had to be easily moved or carried and whether 
full or empty it should be stable and remain upright.

It also had to fit products other than our own!!

Key features
1 Rear stump/bat compartment 
2 Front compartment with moveable divider
3 Large external pocket for ancillary items
4 BallSak included for up to 24 balls.
5  Moveable store tube 
6 Reinforced base and side compartment
7 Wheelie bag with Extendable handle 
8 Rucksack handles
9 Convenient high position valuables pocket
10 Unique side splints for vertical stability
11 Easy open zip toggles
12 Two A4 sized external netting pockets
13 Available in Orange or Sky Blue trim

Ballsak – Has been designed to neatly 
fit into the entire KoachSak range, and 
provides sufficient room for 24 balls. If 
this is not enough a further BallSak will 
fit alongside. Every KoachSak comes 
with a BallSak included but additional 
units can be purchased separately. 
Available in orange or navy.



Designed for all coaches the duffle version of 
the KoachSak was made to provide a lighter, 
leaner version for the coach who likes to carry 
less equipment, but still wants the convenience, 
organization and versatility of a KoachSak.

duffle

The design incorporates a ‘clam-shell’ opening, which 
makes identifying and removing the contents easier.
Also included is one removeable Velcro divider to split the 
large compartment into two if required.

There is an internal base reinforcement to protect it from 
sharp objects and the exterior is protected from the 
elements by a rubber cover.



Sold outside the UK as the KoachSak Klub this 
model has the same configuration as the NEW 
KoachSak Pro. 
Designed as a Multi-Sport coach/team bag the 
KlubSak provides many of the big advantages of 
the Pro but without the bells and whistles!

Key features
1 One large compartment with 2 moveable fabric dividers
2 Additional base reinforcement
3 Wheelie bag with fabric pull handle
4 Rucksack handles
5 Unique side splints for vertical stability
6  Easy open zip toggles
7 Available in Red or Yellow trim
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The Multi-stump is aptly named due to the multiple 
roles it can perform. This revolutionary product takes 
the previously functional stump into the 21st century. 

It not only provides the coach and player with a versatile 
training aid but it is weather resistant, durable, light, 
flexible, exceptionally safe and due to the interchangeable 
spike and all-weather base useable on grass or any hard 
surface.

Now we introduce the Multi-stump Shorty, which at 14 
inches high is ideal for focused base of stump bowling and 
fielding practices.

NEW IMPROVED All-weather base 
made from recycled plastics.



The Skyer is the original coaching bat. Using Fusion's 
unique high performance FOB the Skyer provides 
outstanding rebound and hang time. 

The Skyer range Is back for 2018 again sporting the Skyer alongside the lighter, shorter Bmax 
there is a coaching bat for everyone.

Made with Fusion’s very own high 
performance FOB both the Skyer and Bmax 
give excellent performance for those big 
hangars and little effort. 

The purpose of the Bmax is to provide a 
coaching bat with excellent performance 
but lighter and easier to manoeuvre. Ideal 
for the high volume user.

Just like the rest of our range Skyers are 
used by the majority of International and 
first-class coaches but equally as much 
benefit at all clubs and schools.



The Katchet has become one of the leading coaching  
aids in the world. Used by international cricket
and hockey teams all over the world it is a must-have
in any coach's kit bag.

KATCHET 
FOR 
CRICKET

KATCHET FOR HOCKEY

The Katchet provides every player at any level, position 
specific and match real practice easily and repetitively 
to improve their abilities and game performance. 
Providing random, unpredictable deflections the 
Katchet can improve every teams fielding, catching, 
goalkeeping and reactions, safely and enjoyably.   

The Katchet is designed to test one person of any 
ability but can be combined, side by side for more 
participants or to provide additional deflection for 
those diving catches and saves.



The Eye-In™ cricket practice device has combined the 
age-old practice technique of the cricket ball in one 
of Mums' old  stockings with the golf ball and stump 
technique used by cricket's greatest ever batsman,  
Sir Donald Bradman.

Using our innovative clip system which allows the 
user to easily change between cricket ball and  
golf ball, combined with the quality Eye-In™  
training bat, the Eye-In will help players of all ages 
and ability to improve their game.

An extra benefit is the fact that the user can take  
their Eye-In™  training bat into the nets for technique  
practice with somebody throwing cricket balls to them.

Original footage of the great Don Bradman is contained  
within the DVD which is included in the Eye-In™  package.

Concentration
Co-ordination
Technique



For this reason SIDEARM have decided to move forward with the ELITE as the product for 
quality practice for cricketers of high standard. In the right hands, the SIDEARM ELITE can 
reach upwards of 85mph.  Higher level players can provide hours of fast paced, exciting and 
unparalleled practice with the ELITE.  
 
The ELITE is harder to master and is specifically aimed at players accustomed to facing quick 
bowling. We have also taken on board feedback from professional users who found it difficult 
to sight a white ball from the white sidearm, so the SIDEARM ELITE is coloured pink to provide 
good sighting for both red and white balls. GO PINK!

Sidearm Elite 
Designed to propel a cricket ball up to 85mph the Elite is 
the Sidearm for batsmen and women looking to practice 
facing fast bowling. 

It is being manufactured in Pink to allow for easier sighting 
of both white and red balls.

Sidearmclub 
Club version of the popular Sidearm. Designed to propel the 
ball up to 65mph. 

Manufacture has now moved to the UK and is being made in 
a new material giving enhanced performance.
Easier to use than the Elite but still capable of challenging 
pace and variation of deliveries.

Following the product development process in early 
2016, the Sidearm PRO sold last year was extremely 
fast, and  more akin to the SIDEARM ELITE sold in 
Australia and other overseas territories.



www.katchet.com
check out our website for video demonstations

For all enquiries please contact Colin Smith at colin@katchet.com 
07747633643
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